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The Goodwin Building in downtown Hartford dominates the block 
bounded by Asylum, Haynes, Pearl and Ann Streets. On the east it 
is bounded by Haynes St. and the north and south sides extend ap 
proximately 105 feet along Asylum and Pearl Streets, respectively.

BM.lt of brick in three interconnecting sections, the front 
section dates from 1881 and is the design of Kimball and Wisedell 
of New York. Brick piers separating doublet and triple't bays on 
the first floor are echoed in pilasters surrounding the windows on 
the second and third floors. A projecting cornice over the first 
and fourth floors, as well as the deeply set windows and pilasters, 
create a striking interplay of light and shadow. The fifth floor 
windows are crowned by tall empire-style pediments, which extend 
like miniature cross gables from a mansard roof. Decorative friezes 
above these fifth floor bays add to the sense of movement and 
crispness of the entire facade. The second and third sections, 
five and four stories, respectively, are more simplified in style, 
using bands of molded bricks to articulate each floor.

A fine example of nineteenth century commercial-residential 
architecture, the Goodwin Building is adjoined by three other hand 
some nineteenth century buildings to the west on Asylum Street. 
All three buildings are five stories tall and are of mixed resi 
dential commercial use. Both structures west of the Goodwin Build 
ing were built in 1871 and are noteworthy examples of the cast- 
iron architecture being constructed at that time in Hartford. 
The first and second stories of the stone-faced Gustave Fischer 
building immediately west of the Goodwin Building form a large 
stylized keystone arch, while the top three stories are four bays 
in width separated by engaged columns. A projecting cornice dis 
tinguishes each floor and the top floor is embellished with a 
frieze of sculptured nymphs and swags and a modillion cornice. 
The Watkins Brothers building (#241-243 Asylum) is of similar 
design, though is only 3 bays wide. Ashlar scoring decorates the 
edges of the top four floors giving the narrow stone facade a 
greater sense of heighth. The last building on the block ($247,251, 
253,255 Asylum and 130 Ann St.) is a relatively plain five story 
pressed brick structure also built in 1871. Its nine windows on 
each floor are crowned with brick arches and above the fifth 
story is an elaborate modillion cornice broken by three arches. 
Being of similat scale, these buildings together with the Goodwin 
Building form an impressive streetscape.

This harmonious cluster of four buildings is located two 
blocks west of the main city intersection, directly across from 
the modern Hartford Civic Center. Though the Civic Center is a 
more massive, geometric structure, it is set back from the street 
and does not dwarf the Goodwin block. Indeed, the verticality of
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As a group,the buildings on the Goodwin block form a most 
handsome urban streetscape. In the midst of downtown Hartford 
they blendharmoniously with more modern buildings, while at the 
same time they preserve the character and spirit of nineteenth 
century urban life.

Most impressive is the integrity not only of design but of 
function. All four buildings were originally built to serve 
both commercial and residential needs, which they still do today. 
This foresight can be attributed to the Hartford citizens who 
designed them.

The Goodwin Building is named after two brothers, James J. 
(1835-1915) and Francis Goodwin (1839-1923) who contributed im 
mensely to the civic and cultural life in Hartford in the late 
nineteenth century. James was a highly regarded financier, con 
nected with the Morgan banking enterprises through his cousin, 
J.P. Morgan. Francis Goodwin, a minister, was responsible for 
many major city improvements, including the building and endow 
ment of the Morgan Memorial and the creation of Hartford's circle 
of six beautiful parks. One of his abiding interests was archi 
tecture and it was he who determined the style of the Goodwin 
Building. The solid red brick facade typifies an eclecticism of 
taste, then prevalent in America, as many notable architects 
borrowed heavily from earlier English and European styles.

The two adjoining buildings are thought to have been built 
in 1871 by John Harrison, and are among the rare examples of 
cast-iron architecture remaining in Hartford. As technological 
fore-runners of the modern skyscraper, these buildings are of 
historical importance both to Hartford and other eastern cities.

The fourth Goodwin block building is also thought to have 
been built by John Harrison in 1871. Though a much plainer 
structure, it is an integral part of this nineteenth century 
scape and being of yet another type of construction (pressed 
brick) it adds a diversity both to the block as well as the 
entire Asylum Street area.

In summary, the buildings on the Goodwin block present fine 
examples of viable nineteenth century architecture. Though they 
serve as reminders of a past era, these buildings still enhance 
the modern city of Hartford.
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